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JOURNEYS
YOUR PASSPORT TO THE MOST FASCINATING CORNERS OF THE GLOBE

Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort
Think of the Middle East and towering sand 

dunes and sweltering heat likely come to mind. 
While these stereotypes certainly apply to Oman, 
they form but one backdrop in a lesser-known 
country that surprises and delights with eclectic 
natural beauty. Case in point: Al Jabal Al Akhdar or 
“the Green Mountain,” a highlight of the Al Hajar 
Mountains range and a nexus of Oman’s dramatic 
canyons, shrub-speckled plateaus, and emerald 
wadis (ravines), located two hours southwest of 
the coastal capital city of Muscat.

At the core of this splendor rises Anantara Al 
Jabal Al Akhdar Resort, a property that takes full 
advantage of an unparalleled location—and a cool 
climate—to deliver once-in-a-lifetime experienc-
es. As the highest luxury resort in the Middle East 
(with an elevation of roughly 6,500 feet) and built 
along the edge of a massive precipice, the property 

IMMERSE IN VIRGIN MOUNTAIN AND BEACH DREAMSCAPES AT ANANTARA AL JABAL  
AL AKHDAR RESORT AND AL BALEED RESORT SALALAH BY ANANTARA, TWO  

EXPERIENTIAL PROPERTIES IN THE FAR REACHES OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA

EPIC Oman
BY PAUL RUBIO 

From above: The 
lobby structure 

at Anantara Al 
Jabal Al Akhdar 

Resort; the Wadi Al 
Masdara Hike.
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claims endless vistas of sculpted rocky terrain 
recalling Arizona’s finest, augmented by rose 
and pomegranate orchards, mosques, and 
abandoned villages. All 82 guest rooms and 
most of the resort’s 33 private pool villas offer 
variations of this scene from a balcony or ter-
race, but it’s the thoughtful portfolio of ameni-
ties and activities that brands Anantara Al Jabal 

Al Akhdar Resort a bucket-list destination.
To start, the gravity-defying infinity pool 

ranks among the world’s best, with sweep-
ing views of the rust-hued cliffs and impec-
cable poolside service to ensure your glass is 
never empty. With proper gear and under the 
tutelage of a skilled guide, traverse the rug-
ged landscapes along the Jabal Activity Wall, a 

three-phase, multi-hour, white-knuckled ob-
stacle run of via ferrata courses and zip lines 
hewn into the cliffs. On firmer ground, embark 
on the intrepid Wadi Al Masdara Hike along-
side a mountain guru, scaling mammoth boul-
ders and imposing terrain by hand, stumbling 
across wild donkeys, and discovering spectac-
ular natural pools created by the surrounding 
ravines. For something less intimidating, book 
a wine-paired Dining by Design multicourse 
meal at the Royal Edge, a cantilevered platform 
opposite Diana’s Point, the famed cliffside spot 
where Princess Diana enjoyed a languid after-
noon reading while visiting Oman in 1986. 

Beyond capitalizing on its geography, An-
antara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort promises rich 
cultural and locavore components. For ex-
ample, from late March to early May, guests 
can witness the harvesting of Damask roses 
and production of small-batch rose water. 
At the spa, treatments are rooted in this time-
honored tradition and others. Try the seasonal 
Rose Rescue Ritual, consisting of a rose and 
milk cleansing foot ritual, a hydration facial us-
ing rose-scented products, and a stress mas-
sage with perfumed rose oil. Alternatively, go 
for the Revitalizing Pomegranate Journey, in-
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Scenes from Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara, clockwise 
from left: The Arabian high-design spa; the waterfront infinity 
pool; seasonal summer waterfalls; private dining on the beach; 
a sprawling pool villa. 

Scenes from Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort, clockwise from left: Typical villa with a 
view; Diana’s Point; scaling the Jabal Activity Wall; the resort’s infinity pool; the exclusive-use 
cantilevered dining platform.

clusive of a fresh pomegranate and salt body 
scrub and choice of massage. At the resort’s 
four dining outlets, look forward to familiar 
international cuisine done right, but also take 
the time to fall in love with Omani gastron-
omy, savoring the likes of lightly seasoned 
grilled lobster and jumbo prawns at dinner 
and sweet vermicelli with raisins at breakfast. 
(anantara.com/jabal-akhdar)

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara
Skirting the Persian Gulf, the Gulf of Oman, 

and the Arabian Sea, Oman’s coastline cov-
ers a whopping 1,917 miles (compare that to 
Florida’s 1,350). Thanks to a small national 
population of around 5 million, much of this 
vast waterfront—and its surrounding land—
remains untouched and unknown. However, 
there’s one Omani coastal city that manages to 
make waves across the entirety of the Middle 
East. Say hello to Salalah, a subtropical desti-
nation in the country’s southernmost reaches, 
where impossibly wide white-sand beaches 

segue to high-rising mountains that change 
colors with the season—and camels roam 
freely just about everywhere in between. 

Here, beachfront Al Baleed Resort Salalah 
by Anantara reigns as the top luxury property, 
promising next-level fun-in-the-sun spiked 
with exhilarating cultural endeavors. Front-
ing both a private beach and a freshwater la-
goon, the resort’s architecture mimics Oman’s 

coastal fortresses of yore, enhanced with 
pool villas and personality-driven amenities, 
all connected by verdant, palm-laced walk-
ways. The inventory spans 136 rooms, villas, 
and pool villas, the crown jewel of which is 
the three-bedroom Royal Beach Pool Villa, an 
estate-style accommodation marked by pro-
lific outdoor space, direct beach access, and a 
personal villa host catering to your every need.

Salalah’s popularity across the Middle East 
is due in part to its dual identity. Foremost, the 
beaches are exactly what subtropical dreams 
are made of. But a traditional city calls just be-
yond, along with lakes teeming with birds, des-
ert mountains that erupt with green from June 
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Island Kitchen Catering works directly with the client or committee to craft a custom 
program that suits all of their needs. Catering the “IK Way” is a comprehensive, full service, 

mobile-kitchen approach, one that puts the success of the entirety of your event first.

BUILT ON COMMUNITY, CONNECTION, 
CONVERSATION AND A COMMON TABLE.

Beep Beep!

561-408-2151  //  ELIZABETH@THEIKWAY.COM  //  INSTAGRAM: @IKPALMBEACH
NANTUCKETISLANDKITCHEN.COM/CATERING

JOURNEYS

to September, archaeological ruins that speak 
to a remarkable history, and an underwater 
world of Technicolor tropical marine life. 

Depending on your preferences, days can 
be completely action-packed or delightfully 
slow. Thankfully, Al Baleed Resort Salalah by 

Anantara facilitates both, the 
former through guided tours 
like the Beauty of Salalah, 
which focuses on natural sites, 
and the more interactive Dis-
cover Heritage and Traditions, 
plus the predictable beach 

resort excess of motorized watersports and 
dive activities. The resort fosters the latter 
with amenities such as a world-class spa, an 
infinity pool, multiple restaurants reflecting 
influences from across Asia and the Persian 
Gulf, and more.

The resort truly succeeds in crafting 
extraordinary experiences that speak 
to this dreamy location. It’s possible to 
start the day by consummating the fan-
tasy of a floating, Champagne-spiked 
breakfast in your villa pool. Next up is 

an Anantara Signature Massage with Frank-
incense Fusion, using frankincense products 
made in Salalah (aka the perfume capital of 
Arabia). Later, sit down to a candlelit dinner on 
the beach under a canopy of billowing white 
curtains without another human around—Sa-
lalah’s desolate beaches allow for such inti-
mate time with the Arabian Sea. Overall, the 
sheer beauty of the destination and the exalted 
hospitality of Al Baleed Resort Salalah by An-
antara unite for an epic vacation worth travel-
ing halfway around the world for. (anantara.
com/al-baleed-salalah) «

From far left: Indulge in the spa’s hammam and 
Michelin-caliber plates at restaurant Mekong 
at Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara.
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